Enterprise EHR Solutions

YOUR CHALLENGES
►► Implementing, upgrading, or replacing your EHR in response to multiple
concurrent regulatory requirements, including Meaningful Use, ICD-10, and
the Accountable Care Act.
►► Preparing

your physicians and staff for the changes associated with
EHR deployment.

►► Delivering

highly-functional complex initiatives with limited resources, while
maintaining legacy systems.

►► Ensuring

that high-value projects take priority over many competing initiatives.

►► Understanding

and meeting the full range of efforts required for an Enterprise
EHR implementation, beyond the vendor-focused technical implementation
scope.

Your enterprise EHR is the foundation for provision of safe and high-quality
patient care. It is also the basis for successful Meaningful Use attestation,
ICD-10 conversion, revenue cycle compliance, healthcare interoperability, and
data analytics.
OUR STRATEGIC APPROACH
Leidos understands your challenges and will work side-by-side with you to
ensure the success of your EHR strategy and investment. We offer a full range of
services providing leadership, strategic, and tactical solutions and experienced
resources for all stages of your EHR program. Our experience in EHR strategy,
assessments, and implementation combine the best practices and lessons
learned from hundreds of similar projects in healthcare organizations of all sizes
and complexity.

ENTERPRISE EHR
EXPERTISE
Enterprise Solutions teams
typically consist of program
advisors, project managers,
and senior consultants with an
average of 19 years experience
in healthcare operations and
healthcare IT; each has been in a
leadership role for multiple EHR
projects.
Our program directors and project
managers have led hundreds of
projects for clients of all sizes and
levels of complexity.
We foster close collaboration with
all major vendors to complement
and supplement their knowledge
and methodologies.

SERVICE OFFERINGS

Strategy
Planning, Governance,
Resources, Budget

Enterprise EHR Strategy
►► Align goals and strategy, and
develop your EHR Roadmap to
achieve desired outcomes
EHR Program Assessment and
Planning
►► Assess current state and identify
risks
►► Determine

scope based on your
requirements

Optimization
Long-Term Support,
Optimization, Roadmaps

Planning

ENTERPRISE
EHR SOLUTION

Technology,
Scope, Workflows,
Clinical Content

S E R V I C E S

►► Develop

project plans and
appropriate level of staffing

►► Evaluate

and plan technical
infrastructure

EHR Advisory Services
►► Provide program oversight as
trusted advisors

Implementation
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Testing, Training,
Go-Live Readiness

Advisory
Integration,
Clinical Adoption,
Change Management

►► Turn

around troubled projects
needing rescue

►► Prepare

your organization for

changes
►► Lead

complex portions of the
project, such as testing, training,
and go-live cutover

►► Assess

and develop roadmap
for impacted areas beyond
the vendor scope such as
organizational change, help
desk transformation, and
integration of competing
initiatives in the planning
process

EHR Program Activation and
Optimization
►► Develop strategy and plan for
upgrades, enhancements, and
future applications

ADVOCATING FOR YOUR SUCCESS
While each Enterprise program is unique, we have identified key success factors
and best practices, based on lessons learned from previous engagements.
►► Develop

a strong governance model, focused on rapid, informed decisionmaking by leadership.

►► Managing

your enterprise EHR portfolio in accordance with industry-accepted
best practices in project selection and program management.

►► Define
►► Make

your program’s scope up-front, and put controls in place to change it.

the patient the center of your EHR design.

►► Support

your physicians and staff with well-designed clinical adoption and
operational readiness programs.

►► Develop

an Enterprise EHR program plan that is comprehensive, realistic,
and achievable.

►► Identify

the total level of effort required to deliver your Enterprise program,
based on your custom plan, rather than relying on vendors’ estimates of
staffing and budget.

Leidos’ experience in oversight of large-scale, complex EHR initiatives can help
you to achieve your goals in a timely and high-quality manner. We proactively
advocate for you, looking at the big picture and recommending solutions in
accordance with your needs.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
877.652.4099
contact.us@leidoshealth.com
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